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Abstract
Invisible performance degradation of machines and processes of a manufacturing system impact both product performance and system productivity. To enable a resilient and near-zero-breakdown performance, my research investigates predictive analytics and techniques to enhance intelligent prognostics and health management capabilities in components, machines, and manufacturing systems. Since performance and health condition solely physics-based models can’t predict condition of systems under one or more operating conditions, modeling of degradation with the advent of ever-increasing sensors and measurements devices is a rich and challenging area. In this seminar, models dealing with various uncertainties and heterogeneous data are demonstrated to enhance prognostics with adaptive condition monitoring and remaining useful life prediction. I will also present the design optimization for system resilience based upon the previous prediction results, including optimal redundancy and flexibility design, and adaptive resilient control to mitigate the fault-induced disruptions in the systems. The optimization results suggest that both accurate prognostics and building flexibility into systems are highly beneficial for the overall system resilience against disruptions, and the overall methodology retains extensibility for aiding engineers in effectively designing and placing sensors for complex systems.
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